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Abstract

Minerals Management Service  MMS! regulations require each lessee to
submit an oil spill contingency plan  OSCP! to MMS for approval with, or prior
to, the submission of an exploration plan or development and production plan
before conducting exploratory drilling or production operations on the Outer
Continental Shelf  OCS!. The OSCP is developed for site-specific operations,
based on the type, timing, and location of the proposed activities. The OSCP must
satisfy the content requirements and provisions identified in the Code of Federal
Regulations, Title 30, Part 250.42 30 and the "Planning Guidelines For Approval
of Oil Spill Contingency Plans." developed jointly by the MMS and V.S. Coast
Guard. In addition, operators are required to conduct oil spill response drills to
detnonstrate their preparedness to implement an approved OSCP. These exercises
include equipment deployinent drills and tabletop exerci ses,

His oricai!y, offshore exploration and development activities account for a
very small percentage of spilled oil, and large catastrophic spill events are rare
from such operations. Even so, operators must be prepared to respond to large
spills. The amount of oil that can be recovered or burned in situ varies greatly
depending upon the amount and type of oil spilled, the ability of industry to
respond to the spill before it has had a chance to spread over a wide area, and the
oceanographic conditions during the spill response effort. Technology currently
exists that is capable of containing, recovering, and disposing of oil spilled frotn
offshore facilities, Strong winds, high sea states, dynamic ice conditions, and
emulsification of oil can greatly reduce spill response elyectiveness. Indus ry and
government are working together to improve spill response capabilities and to
better understand existing technology.

Oil Spill Response Preparedness

Oil Spi]l Contingency Plan Requirements

Before conducting exploratory drilling or production operations on
the Outer Continental Shelf  OCS!, Minerals Management Service  MMS!
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regulations require each lessee to submit an oil spill contingency plan
 OSCP! to the MMS Regional Supervisor, Field Operations for approval
with, or prior to, the submission of an exploration plan or development
and production plan. The OSCP is developed for site-specific operations,
based on the type, timing, and location of the proposed activities. The
OSCP must satisfy the content requirements and provisions identified in
the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 30, Part 250.42. and the "Planning
Guidelines For Approval of Oil Spill Contingency Plans," developed
jointly by the MMS and U.S, Coast Guard  USCG!  herein called Guide-
lines!. Each OSCP is required by the regulations and Guidelines to
include:

~ A suminary of all oil spill trajectory analyses which are specific to
the area of operations. The summary must identify environmentally
sensitive areas and biological resources, including birds and marine
mammals, commercial fisherics, and subsistence resources which

may be impacted by the spilled oil, and the strategies to be used for
their protection, The Guidelines also require a risk analysis which
indicates the number and size of spills that could occur during the
proposed operation.

~ An identilication of response equipment which is committed and
available  on-site, 1ocally, and regionally! and the associated
response times, together with materials, support vessels, and
procedures to be employed in responding to both continuous
discharges and spills of short duration and limited maximum
volume. The response equipment and strategies must be suitable
for anticipated environmental conditions in the area of operations,
The Guidelines establish that equipment should be capable of
operating in 8- to 10-foot seas and 2 !-knot winds, with deployment
in the 5- to 6-foot range, The Guidelines also establish that the
quantity and capability of the equipment should be related to the
risk analysis, A recovery rate of at least 5,000 barrels of oil per day
is considered appropriate for exploratory operations on the Alaskan
OCS, The response times established by the Guidelines are 6 to 12
hours for initial recovery actions, with pre-staged equipment,
depending upon location and weather. If the risk analysis indicates
shoreline contact sooner than 6 to 12 hours, response times must be
adjusted accordingly. For extraordinary spills, the Guidelines
establish that additional equipment shall be available within 48
hours.
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~ A dispersant use plan includes an inventory of the dispersants
which might be proposed for use, a summary of toxicity data for
each dispersant, a description of the types of oil on which each
dispersant is effective, a description of application equipment and
procedures, and an outline of the procedures to be followed for
obtaining approval for dispersant use. The Guidelines establish that
the types and quantities of dispersants proposed for use must be
related to the risk analysis, taking into account toxicity, expected
oil composition, and water temperature. A target response of 24
hours or less from the time the spill occurs is established by the
Guidelines.

~ A plan for inspecting and inaintaining response equipment.

~ Establishment of procedures for early detection and timely
notification of an oil spill including a current list of names,
telephone numbers, and addresses of the responsible persons and
alternates who are to receive notification of an oil spill, and the
names, telephone numbers, and addresses of regulatory organiza-
tions and agencies to be notified when an oil spill is discovered.

~ Wel]-defined and specific actions to be taken after the discovery of
an oil spill including:

� Designation by name or position of an oil spill response operating
team composed of trained personnel available within a specified
response time, and a description of the training such personnel
will receive.

� Designation by name or position of a trained oil spill response
coordinator who is charged with the responsibility, and is
delegated commensurate authority, for directing and coordinating
response operations.

� A planned location for an oil spill response operations center and
a reliable communications system for directing the coordinated
overall response operations.

~ Provisions for the disposal of recovered oil, oil-contaminated
material, and other oily wastes. This section must describe boih the
interim storage of such oil and material, and the ultimate disposal
options available.
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~ Provisions for monitoring and predicting spill movement. The
Guidelines also require that, if electronic or mechanical instrumen-
tation i s used, threshold detection sensitivities and li mitations of
equipment must also be provided.

~ Provisions for ignition of an uncontrollable oil spill and the
guidelines to be followed in making the decision to ignite. The
Guidelines also require the identification of an operator's represen-
tative who has the authority to order the ignition of an uncontrol-
lable well causing a massive spill event.

~ Identification of the location where inspection, training, and
response drill records will be kept.

All plans are reviewed by federal and state agencies, local govern-
ment, and the public to ensure that each plan is appropriate for the type
and scope of activities proposed, the environmental conditions of the area,
and the biological resources at risk. The OSCP plan must be updated at
least annual ly,

Training and Drills

The MMS requires that operators conduct oil spill response drills to
demonstrate their preparedness to implement an approved OSCP. The
exercises include equipinent deployment drills and tabletop exercises. The
drills are observed by the MMS, and representatives of the USCG, State of
Alaska, and local governments often participate in these drills.

Response Capabi li ties

Historically, offshore exploration and development activities account
for a very small percentage of oil that has been spilled, and large cata-
strophic spill events are rare from such operations, Even so, the MMS
requires that operators be prepared to respond to large spills. The amount
of oil that can be recovered or burned in situ varies greatly depending
upon the amount and type of oil spilled, the ability of industry to respond
to the spill before it has had a chance io spread over a wide area, and the
oceanographic conditions during the spill-response effort. Technology
currently exists that is capable of containing, recovering, and disposing of
oil spilled from offshore facilities. Strong winds, high sca states, dynamic
ice conditions, and emulsification of oil can greatly reduce spill-response
effectiveness. Industry and government are working together to improve
spill-response capabilities and to better understand existing technology.
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WiMlife Protection Strategies: How
Prepared Is Alaska in March 1994 to Deal
with Oiled or Potentially Oiled Wildlife?

Pamela Bergman
U.S. Department of the Interior

Office of Environmental Polity and Compliance
1689 C Street, ¹I19, Anchorage, AK 99501-5126

Abstract

Following the TW Evvon Valdec oil spill, the federal and ~tate governments,
including the State of Alaska, passed legislation that emphasized oil spill preven-
tion, contingency planning, and response capabilities. At the same time, the oil
industry reevaluated its preparedness in each of these areas. As a result, progress
has been made in Alaska by federal and state agencies and the oil industry in their
respective abilities to deal with wildlife that are contaminated, or are at risk of
being contaminated, as a result of an oil spill.

Federal and State Agencies
First, federal legislation  i.e�Section 4201 b! of the Oil Pollution Act of

1990! and state regulations �8 Alaska Administrative Code 75.425 e!�! F! xi!!
were enacted that address requirements for the inclusion of wildlife protection in
contingency plans. Second, in February 1991, the Alaska Regional Response
Teain's Wildlife Protection Guidelines for Alaska were revised to incorporate
relevant information based on lessons learned frotn their use during the March 24,
1989, TW Euori Vatdec and the February 27, 1989, IVlfV Swallow oil spills. The
guidelines were revised again in December 1993. Third, federal and state trustee
resource agencies have continued developing and refining agency plans that
complement the guidelines for dealing with wi dlife following an oil spill, Fourth,
work has been initiated by federal and state trustee resource agencies to complete
a comprehensive inventory of wildlife resources at risk and what response actions
may be taken to protect those resources.

OiI Industry
First. increased attention has been given to all aspects of wildlife protection

including hazing, capture, stabilization, and treatment. Second, additional attention
has been given to steps that are necessary to implement a capture and treatment
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progr;ir i lor specie«other than birds. Third, oil spill exerci«c«have included
vari<in«coiiiponent«<if v iidlit'c pro cc ion stra cgtes. I'ourth, plans have been
developed for pr<ividing logi«tic<il «upp<irl to wildlife capture cffor s. I ifth,
wildlife protection componen s ol <iil «pill con ingency plan« I'or oil spill coopcra-
tivcs have been upgraded  o reflect the indus ry'« incrca«ed preparedrics«.

In addition, represcntativc«of the oil indu«try and federal and»tate tru«tee
resource agencies have participa cd in joint industry/agency  ask forces, work-
shops, and oil «pill exerci«c«dcsigncd to cnsurc that complcmen ary <vildlifc
protection s ra egies arc developed and under» ood.

COIICjusioft

White 1edcral and s a c agcncics and oil companies opera ing in Alaska
have inade inipor an  progrc«s in v, ildlife protection preparedness in thc tive year«
since the T/V I'r;«ur tirirf<'c oil «pill. additional work remains. In general. federal
and state agencies need to:   I ! continue upgrading  heir re«pcc ive agency
rc«ponsc plans, 12! finalize guidance hi industry on ha«ic level«o  wildlife
preparedness, and �! develop additirrna1 information on «ensi ive re«<i iree area«
I'<ir arc < contingency plans. In addition, the oil industry needs to; �! c<iniplete the
,rc<tui»i i<in ol wildlife hazing. capture. and rehabilitation e<Iuipmen  and material«,
�! complete planned wildlife « ahilization and rehabilitation facilitics, �!
institutionalize wildlife protection  raining pr<rgrams. anal �! annually cxcrcisc the
wildlife pro ection cornponen  of their oil spill c<>ntingcncy plan. Once a basic
level of' prcparednc»s is in place for the principal areas of concern in Alaska,
additionalattention needs to he focused on thc other areas of thc state.

Introduction

The S ate of Ala»ka encompa«»es over one-half of the total U.S.
coa« line. This coastline and its off«hore area«provide important habi a 
for large numbers of birds and terrestrial and marine mammals.

Since l 987, federal and state agencies have been working coopera-
tively, primarily through the Alaska Regional Response Team'« RRT!
Wildlife Protection Working Group, to identify and institutionalize
wildlife protection strategies for use in oil spill contingency planning and
oil spill events in Alaska. These agencies have been assis ed by representa-
 ivc«of  he oil industry, Native community, and environmental commu-
ni y, who also «erve as members of the Wildlife Protection Working
Group. In December 1988, the Alaska RRT adopted thc Wildlife Protec-
tion Guidelines for AIa»ka, These guidelines, which were prepared by the
Wildlife Protection Working Group, provide federal on-scene coordinator»
with information on how to protect bird«and marine mammals following
an oil spill.

On March 24. 1989, thc T/V Exxon laMe: ran aground in Prince
William Sound and spilled approximately I I million gallons of crude oil.
Thi» spill dramatically demonstrated the lethal effects of crude oil on bird»
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und sca otters. Images of the oil spill, particularly those of oiled birds and
sea otters. dominated the niitioniil and international media for several

weeks. Oil spill response activities included extensive wildlife capture and
rehabilitation efforts. Those efforts, which focused on birds and � for the

first time in history � sca otters, became the largest and mos  complex
wildlil'e capture and rehabilitation program ever undertaken.

Following the T/V F.uron Va/dec oilspill, the federal and a number
of state governments, including Alaska' », passed legislation that required
increased levels of oil spill prevention. contingency planning. and re-
sponse capabilities, including wildlife protection. At the same time, the oil
industry also evaluated «nd improved its preparedness in each of these
areas. As a result. since March 1989. federal and state agencies and the oil
industry in Alaska have made progress in their respective abilities to deal
with wildlife that are contaminated, or «t risk of being contaminated, as a
result of an oil spill. Thc following discussion summarizes that progress
and identifies areas that require additional work.

Federal and State Agencies

New Laws and Regulations that Address Wildlife Protection

Following the T/V Erson Valde: oilspill, federal legislation  i.e., the
Oil Pollution Act of 1990! wus passed. Among its many provisions,
Section 420 I  b! of the Act requires that federal and state agencies prepare:

A fish and wildlife response plan, developed in consultation
with the Fish and Wildlife Service and the National Oceanic

und Atmospheric Administration, and other interested parties
 including state fish and wildlife conservation officials! for the
immediate and effective protection, rescue, and rehabilitation
of, and the minimization of risk of damage to. fish and
wildlife resources and their hahitat that are harnied or that may
be jeopardized by a discharge.

A» of March I '994, thi» plan which addresses tish and wildlife
planning and response ut a national level was in final draft form, It is
anticipated that the Alaska RRT's Wildlife Protection Guidelines for
Alaska will fulfill the majority of the plan's requirements at the state level.

Section 4202 a! ot the Oil Pollution Act of 1990 requires the
establishment of area committees und the development of area contin-
gency plans to I'acilitate and include procedures for 'protection of sensi-
tive environmental areas, und protection, rescue, and rehabilitation of
fisheries and wild ife." As of March 1994, seven area committees hud
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been formed by the U,S, Coast Guard  USCG!; namely, Southeast Alaska,
Prince William Sound, Cook Inlet, Kodiak Island, Aleutian Islands, North

Slope, and Western Alaska; and preliminary area contingency plans had
been drafted for each of these areas. The U.S. Environmental Protection

Agency  EPA! had not yet formed an area committee for Interior Alaska.
Federal and state agencies with statutory responsibilities for wildlife,

and other appropriate federal and state agencies  i,e., the USCG, EPA, and
Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation [ADECJ!, met in
January 1993 to develop an overall approach for developing appropriate
wildlife-related information for area contingency plans. The Department
of the Interior's  DOI! Office of Environmental Policy and Compliance
 OEPC! took the lead in coordinating, while the Fish and Wildlife Service
 FWS! and the Alaska Department of Fish and Game  ADFkG! devel-
oped information on sensitive areas, including wildlife concentration and
critical habitat area~ for the draft Southeast Alaska, Prince William Sound,
Cook Inlet, Kodiak Island, Aleutian Islands, and North Slope Area
Contingency Plan». In addition, work had begun on developing informa-
tion on sensitive areas for the Western Alaska Area Contingency Plan and
for Interior Alaska. Furthermore, resource agencies developed indices for
prioritizing protection of critical habitats and wildlife resources in South-
east Alaska and Cook Inlet, and are working on indices for Prince William
Sound and the North Slope.

In May 1992, new and more stringent oil and hazardous substance
pollution regulations went into effect for the State of Alaska. Included in
the provisions � which address facilities such as terminals, pipelines, oil
production platforms. and tank farms is the requirement that contingency
plan holders address wiMlife protection �8 Alaska Administrative Code
75.425 e! l! F! xi!!. Specifically, oil spill contingency plans are to include
strategies for the protection, recovery, disposal, rehabilitation, and release
of potentially affected wildlife including: minimizing wildlife contamina-
tion through hazing or other means. when appropriate; the recovery of
oiled carcasses to preclude secondary contamination of scavengers; and
the capture, cleaning, rehabilitation, and release of oiled wildlife, when
appropriate.

The state regulation» were prepared in conjunction with the federal
agencies responsible for protecting wildlife who are members of the
Alaska RRT's Wildlife Protection Working Group. As a result, the wildlife
protection requirements contained in these regulations are consistent with
those outlined in the Wildlife Protection Guidelines for Alaska.

The State of Alaska's new pollution regulations provide an impor-
tant tnechani»m for requiring petroleum operators to upgrade their wildlife
response preparedness capabilities, Review agencies. such as the ADFkG,
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may recommend that the ADEC disapprove an oil spill contingency plan if
the wildlife response section is inadequate.

As of March 1994, the ADFA.G was preparing draft guidelines
designed to determine the appropriate response capability for various
facilities and operations. The guidelines are intended to provide a standard
and equitable approach, while being flexible enough to reflect differences
in the potential risk that various operations pose to wildlife resources. The
guidelines are based on: �! state spill response planning standards
established in statute and regulation, �! information on resources at risk in
the area of operations, and �! capture and treatment data from the T/V
Enon Vu/de= oil spill, Depending on the circumstances, the guidelines
support a range of response options from hazing to a complete capture and
treatment program. Moreover, the guidelines provide a methodology for
calculating the number of migratory birds and/or sea otters that operators
should be prepared to handle.

Revisions to Wildlife Protection Guidelines far Alaska

The Alaska RRT's Wildlife Protection Guidelines for Alaska were

revised in February 1991 to incorporate relevant wildlife protection
information based on lessons learned from thc usc of thc guidelines during
the March 24, 1989 T/V Eixotr Valde and the February 27, 1989, M/V
Sii a/love oil spills. The guidelines were revised again in December 1993.
The most significant changes focused on the:

~ Identification of federal and state agency roles during a respon-
sible-party response.

~ Inclusion of a checklist to help determine when to end a wildlife
rescue program.

~ Identification of potential oil related impacts on terrestrial wildlife
and potential response strategies.

~ ldcntitication ot wildlife protection considerations during response
activities  e.g., prevention of unnecessary or illegal disturbance to
sensitive species and habitats, and prevention of wildlife comacts
with shoreline trcatmcnt chemicals!,

~ Inclusion of a list of equipment and materials suggested for a
migratory bird hazing kit and a migratory bird capture and stabili-
zation kit.
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~ Addition of checklists used by a party responding to a spill to
request permission to conduct wildlife hazing and/or capture and

treatment programs,

Improvements in Agency Wildlife Protection Plans

Following the T/V Exron Valde. oil spiH, the FWS in Alaska elected
to begin updating its own agency plan for protecting fish, wildlife, and
sensitive resources. The FWS's Alaska-specific plan builds on information
contained in the Wildlife Protection Guidelines for Alaska. As of March

1994, the FWS'» plan was in draft form. In addition, the OEPC in con-
junction with bureaus such as the FWS is developing a database of DOI
bureau staff who have wildlife protection and other spill response training
and experience,

Agency Participation in Educational Endeavors

Between March 1989 and March 1994, federal and state agencies
with responsibility for managing and protecting wildlife in Alaska
sponsored and/or participated in a variety of educational endeavors related
to wildlife protection:

An April 1990 Sea Otter Symposium  and subsequent proceedings!
sponsored hy the FWS to evaluate the sea otter response effort
following the T/V Exxon Valde; oil spill.

~ Training videos on the capture and treatment ot sea otters produced
by the FWS.

~ Alaska RRT May 1992 Outreach Workshop � targeted to industry
personnel who would be involved in response activities following
an oil spill � that included sessions on the Wildlife Protectio~
Guidelines for Alaska presented by federal and state agency
meinbers of the Wildlife Protection Working Group.

~ Sponsorship by the Minerals Management Service of the publica-
tion of a book titled Emergent y Care and Rehabilitation of Oiled
Sea Otters: /1 Guide for Oil 5pills /nvolvin/, Fur-Bearin/, marine
Mammals  Williams and Davis, in press!.

~ Participation by federal and state Wildlife Protection Working
Group members in a February 1992 workshop sponsored by an oil
industry cooperative that included information on wildlife protec-
tion and response,
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~ Participation by federal Wildlife Protection Working Group
members in a May 1992 Texas A&M University Oiled Wildlife
Response Program.

T/V Exxon Valde Oil Spill Research

Oi! Industry

Since the T/V Exron Valde; oil spill, several oil companies operating
in Alaska have increased funding for various aspects of wildlife protection
including hazing, capture, stabilization, and treatment. This funding has
been channeled primarily into the three oil industry cooperatives respon-
sible for taking initial response actions following a spill in the primary
areas of concern in Alaska: the North Slope, the Trans-Alaska Kpeline
System corridor, Prince William Sound, and Cook Inlet. In addition, the
Southeast Alaska oil spill cooperative has begun funding wildlife protec-
tion planning and preparedness activities in Southeast Alaska. The
following discussion focuses on progress made in the wildlife protection
areas by the oil industry cooperatives since March 1989.'

Upgraded Training Programs

In general, training programs related to wild! ife response have been
upgraded since 1989. For example, the North Slope oil industry coopera-
tive funded the development of a one-day training class on hazing birds by
a leading hazing expert. The class includes hands-on experience with
hazing equipment. Prior to the development of this course, oil industry
cooperatives typically listed a small number of bird hazing devices  such
as propane cannons and shotgun cracker shells! in their oil spill response
inventories. However, there was no program to ensure that any oil industry
cooperative personnel were trained to properly use the hazing equipment.

A one-day bird capture and stabilization training program offered in
Alaska prior to the T/V Exxon Valde oil spill was also upgraded following
the oil spill. The new course includes 20 hours of instruction on capture,
evaluation, treatment, blood sampling, stabilization. and cleaning and
husbandry of oiled birds. In addition, the Prince William Sound oil

Natural resource damage assessment and restoration studies that
were conducted following the T/V Exxon Valde oilspill have provided
federal and state agencies responsible for managing and protecting wildlife
with additional information on the effects of oil on birds and marine

mammals, and on their food sources and habitat. In addition, those studies
have also provided detailed information on sensitive wildlife areas within
Prince William Sound and the Gulf of Alaska.
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industry cooperative has developed a 2-day wildlife capture course for
birds and sea otters  offered in Valdez in December 1994 as a pilot course,
but not yet approved by the FWS or ADFRG!, and plans to complete
development of a marine bird hazing course by December 1994, which
will also be taught in Valdez. The Southeast Alaska oil spill cooperative
has plans to begin an outreach program that will include training on bird
capture and stabilization for veterinarians in communities throughout
Southeast Alaska.

Expanded Equipment and Materials Inventories

Additional equipment and materials  such as pyrotechnic equipment,
active and passive scare devices, and electric fencing! have been acquired
by oil industry cooperatives for hazing birds, bears, musk oxen, and
caribou, and for bird capture and sea otter stabilization and treatment.

Additional Stabilization and Rehabilitation Facilities

In July 1991, the North Slope oil industry cooperative designed,
constructed, and emplaced two self-contained, air-transportable modules
for stabilization and emergency treatment inside a warehouse at Prudhoe
Bay. The facility, known as the Wildlife Emergency Treatment Center, is
capable of handling up to 150 small birds, 200 geese, and 10 small
terrestrial mammals at one time.

In summer 1991, a wildlife response center was established in
Anchorage to provide the North Slope and Prince William Sound oil
industry cooperatives with a centralized, long-term rehabilitation center
for birds and sea otters. As of March 1994, the facility had the capability
to simultaneously treat several hundred birds and 10 sea otters.

In March 1994, the Prince William Sound oil industry cooperative
was completing construction of one bird stabilization module for Pump
Station No. 8  located south of Fairbanks! which could handle approxi-
mately 150 large birds, and two stabilization modules for Valdez  one each
for birds and sea otters!. The modules, which can provide stabilization for
up to 10 sea otters, will serve as a "pass-through" facility for birds. In
addition, the cooperative is currently reviewing bids for a sea otter
treatment center in Valdez, to be completed by December 1994, to treat up
to 100 sea otters  a maximum of 20 sea otters per day!.

As of March 1994, stabilization and treatment facilities for birds

were in place in Homer for the Cook Inlet oil spill cooperative. Planning
continued for sea otter stabilization and treatment facilities, scheduled to
bc in place on thc Kcnai Peninsula by Dcccntbcr 1994, In addition, thc
Southeast Alaska oil spill cooperative has initiated discussions with the
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Alaska Raptor Rehabilitation Center to upgrade its facility in Sitka to
handle oiled wildlife, principally birds,

Attention Given to Species Other Than Birds
Since 1989, the oil industry cooperatives have given additional

attention to the steps necessary to implement a capture and treatment
program for species other than birds, i,e., sea otters, polar bears, and
terrestrial maminals. Therefore, the cooperatives were better prepared in
March 1994 than they were in 1989, when thc wildlife protection compo-
nent of their contingency plans consisted primarily of the name and
telephone number of a bird rehabilitation contractor.

Improved Planning for Wildlife Capture Logistical Support
Plans have been developed to improve the provision of logistical

support for wildlife capture efforts. For example, by March 1994, agree-
ments were in place with Prince William Sound vessel owners to provide
logistical support for wildlife capture efforts following an oil spill in that
area. In addition, the Prince William Sound and Prudhoe Bay cooperatives
designated helicopters for logistical support for wildlife response actions
in their respective response areas.

Upgraded Wildlife Protection Components
of Oil Spill Contingency Plans

As stated above, prior to the T/V Exxon Vatde= oil spill, the wildlife
protection section of the cooperatives' oil spill contingency plans con-
sisted of the name and telephone number of a bird rehabilitation contractor
and, in some cases, a partial list of equipment and materials necessary for
bird treatment as part of an overall list of response equipment. Following
the adoption in December 1988 of the Wildlife Protection Guide]ines for
Alaska, the cooperatives included the guidelines as an appendix to their
contingency plans without identifying what actions they would take to
protect wildlife resources following an oil spill.

In 1990, the North Slope oil industry cooperative formed a joint
industry/federal and state agency task force to review its wildlife contin-
gency plan and provide recommendations on how wildlife response
capabilities should be upgraded. As of March 1994, each of the oil
industry cooperatives were continuing to work on upgrading the wildlife
protection components of their oil spill contingency plans to reflect their
overall increased preparedness and to stclirieate their specific wildlife
response plans.
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Expanded Oil Spill Exercises

Since 1989, the number and complexity of oil spill exercises has
increased, Several included field components that exercised specific
wildlife protection s trategies:

~ In August 1991, a mock bird hazing operation was mounted as part
of a full scale North Slope exercise, and the Wildlife Emergency
Treatment Center was mobilized.

~ In March 1992, a» part of a full scale oil spill exercise in Prince
William Sound, crews were deployed by boat to "capture" stuffed
toy sea otters and birds placed on beaches in Prince William Sound
and return them  o a stabilization center where wildlife were

"walked through" stabilization procedures.

~ In March 1992, as part of an unannounced drill for mobilizing the
Wildlife Emergency Treatmern Center in Prudhoe Bay, the wildlife
modules werc prepared for transport, moved 34 miles from a
Prudhoe Bay warehouse to a Kuparuk Field warehouse, unloaded,
and set up in a heated building.

ln addition, other exercises have been held  e.g., one centered in
Prince William Sound in August and October 1993! that have addressed
wildlife-related issues without containing a field component.

Conclusion

While federal and state agencies and oil companies operating in
Alaska have made important progress in wildlife protection preparedness
in the five years since the T/V Exxon Valdez oil spill, additional work
remains. In general, federal and state agencies need to:  I! continue
upgrading their respective agency response plans, �! fmalize guidance to
industry on basic levels of wildlife preparedness, and �! develop addi-
tional information on sensitive resource areas for Area Contingency Plans.
In addition, the oil industry needs to:  I! complete the acquisition of
wildlife hazing, capture, and rehabilitation equipment and materials, �!
complete planned wildlife stabilization and rehabilitation facilities, �!
institutionalize wiMlife protection training programs, and �! annually
exercise the wildlife protection component of their oil spill contingency
plan. Once a basic level of preparedness is in place for the principal areas
of concern iri Alaska, additional attcntiori nccds to bc focused oii thc

remaining areas of the state.
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Endnote

~ In addition to the coopcrativcs described above, there are several hundred
individual operators that are required to complete oil spill contingency plans that
include wildlife protection components. No attempt is made to summarize the
activities of individual operators, or to discuss the preparedness of contractors that
may provide wildlife response services  o either individual operators or oil
industry cooperatives.
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Sea Otter Oil Spill Contingency Planning
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Abstract

The Alaska Regional Response Team's Wildlife Protection Guidelines
specity the response strategy for marine ma nmals, migratory birds, and  errestrial
mammals that are threa ened as a result of an oil spill, The response strategy is
divided into three parts. The primary response emphasizes controlling the release
and spread of spilled oil at the source to prevent or reduce contamination of
potentially affected species and/or their habitat. The secondary response strategy
emphasizes keeping potentially affected wildlife away from oiled areas through
 he use of deterrent techniques. Prccmptive capture and relocation of sea otters
may bc feasible if only a small number are in danger of being oiled. The tertiary
response involves the cap ure and rehabilitation of oiled animals. Tertiary response
is initiated only when pri nary and secondary response activities fail and the
trustee agency  ke�USFWS in conjunction with ADFkG! deem that it is
appropriate to capture and rehabilitate oiled sea otters, Any secondary or tertiary
response activities must have the approval of appropriate federal and state wildlife
 rus ee agency representatives.

lf a decision for tertiary response is made, the key to saving the maximu n
nu nber of oiled sea otters is through preparedness and rapid response, The most
critical time for saving oiled otters is during the first two weeks of a spill. This is
true for both preemptive capture and for oners that have become oiled. If contin-
gency plans are inadequate and the first few weeks are spent assembling a
response effort  as was thc case in 1989!, then  he number of otters saved wil1 be
greatly reduced. At this time, our understanding of how to rehabilitate oiled otters
will no  be the factor which limits survivorship. The limiting factors will be the
time involved to mobilize the capture effort, build appropriate rehabilitation
facilities, and train rehabilitators. To be most eITective, a rescue effort must be able
to respond within six hours. This is only possible if the capture boats are pre-
identified and under contract, the rehabilitation facilities arc already built, and the
s aff has been trained before the spill occurs. Unfortunately, the State of Alaska
and the oil industry have ye   o invest the amount of money needed to build a
regional rehabilitation center that will enable a rapid response, Ironically,
investing in a rehabili a ion center, rcsponsc equipment, and training programs
before a spill occurs will actually reduce the cost of caring for oiled sca otters by
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50% to 80%. Given that the public will demand a sincere and conscientious
attempt to save oiled sea otters, preparedness and a rapid response will not only
save more otters, it will save money too.

Introduction

A  the time of the E.txon Valde: oil spill, there was little published
information about the effect of oil on sea otters. A handful of scientific
studies  Costa and Kooyman 1982, Williams et al. 1988, Davis et a!. 1988!
had identified sea otters as the marine mammal most vulnerable to the
detrimental effects of oil, However, the existing literature wholly underes-
timated the severity of the clinical effects of oil contamination and the
logistical problems of rehabilitating large numbers of oiled sea otters. The
problem was compounded by the lack of realistic oil spill contingency
plans for sea otters. When the Exxon Valde= oil spill occurred, a sea otter
rehabilitation program was initiated with little advance organization or
preparation  Williams and Davis 1988!. During the six months that
followed, 357 sea otters were treated at three response centers in Alaska
and at seaquariums in San Diego, Tacoma, and Vancouver, lt would be an
understatement to say that the animal care specialists and veterinarians
who treated the oiled sea otters were unprepared for the wide variety of
medical problems and initial high mortality, With so little information on
the systemic effects of petroleum hydrocarbons, the rehabilitation program
was severally handicapped. Despite these difficulties, 225 sea otters were
rehabilitated and either released or placed in seaquariums, Although the
64% rehabilitation rate was considered good by the standards of the
rehabilitation community, it could have been better had the response
organization and the facilities been in place prior to the spill,

A positive result of the sea otter rehabilitation program was the
tremendous amount of new information that was obtained. This informa-
tion, which will be invaluable in preparing for and responding to future
spills, will be published in a new book edited by Terrie Williams and
Randall Davis entitled Emergency Care and Rehabilitation of Oiled Sea
Otters: A Guide For Large and Small Oil Spills involving Fur Bearing
Marine Mammals. This multi-authored book, which covers all aspects of
the effects of oil on sea otters, their care, and the organization of rehabili-
tation programs, will be published by the University of Alaska Press in
1994. The purpose of this article is to review our current understanding of
oil spill contingency planning for sea otters in order to mitigate the
detrimental effects of oil and enhance survivorship,
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The Alaska Response Strategy

The Alaska Regional Response Team's Wildlife Protection Guide-
lines specify the response strategy for marine mammals, migratory birds,
and terrestrial maminals that are threatened as a result of an oil spill. The
response strategy is divided into three parts. The primary response
emphasizes controlling the release and spread of spilled oil at the source to
prevent or reduce contamination of potentially affected species and/or
their habitat. The secondary response strategy emphasizes keeping
potentially affected wildlife away from oiled areas through the use of
deterrent techniques, Preemptive capture and relocation of sea otters may
be feasible if only a sinall number are in danger of being oiled. The
tertiary response involves the capture and rehabilitation of oiled animals.
Tertiary response is initiated only when primary and secondary response
activities fail and the trustee agency  i.e., USFWS in conjunction with
ADF&G! deem that it is appropriate to capture and rehabilitate oiled sca
otters, Any secondary or tertiary response activities must have the ap-
proval of appropriate federal and state wildlife trustee agency representa-
tivess.

Pre-Spill Planning

In the waters under United States jurisdiction, the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service  USFWS!, under authority of the Marine Mammal
Protection Act, has lead management responsibility for sea otters. To
quickly and efficiently implement a secondary or tertiary response, pre-
spill planning should include; �'! an agency approved response plan, �!
formation of a task force to review and update response plan strategies, �!
trained capture personnel, �! identitication of capture boats and crews, �!
the assembly of equipment and supplies, �! the construction of regional
rehabilitation facilities, and �! the training of rehabilitators.

Obviously the best way to prevent the death of sea otters during an
oil spill is to prevent them from contacting the spreading oil and to prevent
it from damaging their habitat. The containment of an oil spill is the
responsibility of the spiller and/or the U.S, Coast Guard. For the most part,
it does not involve wildlife responders, However, in parallel with attempts
to contain spreading oil, a secondary response may involve keeping
threatened animals from becoming oiled. Attempts to herd sca otters away
from an oil spill have never been successfully demonstrated and the
available literature indicates that they are unlikely to be successful  Davis
et al. 1988!. There is no established method to move otters away from an
oil spill using boats or other external stimuli such as cracker shells or
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sound makers. At this time, we do not recommend the investment of time
and resources in such attempts, as they are unlikely to save»ea otters
unless the»pill i» very small and is contained within a small harbor or bay.
Under these circumstances, booming-off the spill and attempting to keep
otters from entering this area with boats may be useful. However, under
open water situations involving a large spill and many sea otters, attempts
to herd»ea otters are unlikely to be successful.

If there is enough time to identify the trajectory of a spill, a preemp-
tive capture operation to remove otters from areas at risk is a viable
secondary response option. Because the spill may spread rapidly, a
preemptive capture operation is most likely to succeed if boats and capture
personnel are pre-identified, trained, and ready to enter the field within 6-
12 hours. For areas inhabited by sea otters, a prccmptive capture strategy
should be prepared for geographical regions considered to be at high risk
from a spill. Thc plan should incorporate information on the seasonal
abundance and distribution of sca otter», coastal geography, port and
harbor facilities, and»easonal weather and sea conditions. 1n addition,

facilities must be available to hold sea otters until the oil is reinoved from

their environment, Alternatively, sea otters captured preemptively may be
translocated to another area, although this may involve legal and political
delay» which prevent the rapid actions needed during a crisis.

ln order to care for more than 50 oiled sea otters at one time, a

rehabilitation facility should be designed to move animals efficiently
through the various stages of rehabilitation  Davis and Davis in press!,
Depending on the level of exposure, an oiled otter may require a Iew days
to several months to complete the rehabilitation process. Once the otters
have recovered their health and the water repellency of their fur, they
should be moved immediately to a pre-release facility to regain mu»cular
strength and stamina. By designing the rehabilitation facility as a flow-
through system, the number of otter» that can he treated during an oi] spill
is much greater than the holding capacity of its pens and pools.

The most efficient and cost effective way of caring for large num-
bers of oiled sea otters is to concentrate re»ources and expertise in regional
rehabilitation centers, These regional centers should be»trategically
located in areas where sea otters are abundant and at risk from an oil spill.
By using a helicopter to transport oiled otters from the capture boats to the
rehabilitation facility, each regional center can service an area within a
500-mile radius  i.e., within a 5-hour helicopter flight!. This is analogous
to using a "life flight" helicopter to bring patients to a regional hospital
that has specialized facilities and per»onnel. Beyond the 500-mile radius,
trained personnel and mobile facilities may be required to medically
stabilize the newly captured otters before they are flown to a regional
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center. When choosing a location for a regional center, the site should have
all-weather access by road and aircraft, good telephone communications, a
source of sea water, and easy access to commercial suppliers of fro7en
seafood, medical supplies, building hardware, electronics, and mechanical
appliances.

Caring for large numbers of oiled sea otters requires facilities that
arc properly designed and constructed  Davis and Davis in press!. Because
of the specialized space requirements and the need for large pools and
filtered sea water, a regional rehabilitation facility for sea otters should be
a permanent structure. Even with detailed construction plans and the pre-
identification of sites with essential amenities, it may take several weeks
to build even a temporary rehabilitation facility. Because the first two to
three weeks of a spill pose the greatest risk to otters, rehabilitation
facilities should be built and maintained on a permanent basis to enable
the prompt capture and care of otters as soon as a spill occurs. The space
requirements and conceptional design of a regional sea otter rehabilitation
facility have been described  Davis and Davis in press!. A facility for 200
otters will require 16,294 sq. ft. of indoor space and 40,329 sq. ft. of
outdoor space. A facility of this size should bc adequate for most moderate
to large spills in areas with a large sea otter population, As oiled otters are
rehabilitated and moved to a pre-release facility, space is made For new
arri val s.

During the Valdez spill, about two weeks were required to rehabili-
tate an oiled sea otter, although the duration may be longer for animals
with serious health problems  Williams et al. in press!. Rehabilitated otters
should be moved frotn a regional rehabilitation center to sea water pens in
a pre-release facility as soon as their fur is water repellent and they have
no health disorders. Because of the many factors that may influence the
timing of release, pre-release facilities may be needed to hold sea otters up
to six months. As part of pre-spill contingency planning, possible sites for
pre-release facilities should be pre-identified,

Holding pens in the pre-release facility should bc large enough for
otters to swim and dive and have good sea water circulation. Additional
space requirements for the pre-release facility include accessibility of the
site by road, a helicopter pad, and a boat dock for the delivery of sea
otters, staff, and provisions. Security is essential to prevent visitors and
pets from entering the facility, and for disease control, If a large capture is
planned after a spill, quick access to sea water pens in a pre-release tacility
is vital.
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Remote Facilities

Facility Management and Personnel

The role of management is to ensure that the rehabilitation program
is properly implemented. The management structure should be organized
before an oil spiH and executed by experienced professionals. Although
the management style should be interactive and encourage the free
exchange of information and ideas, staff members should understand the
chain of command, rules of employment, and their job responsibilities,
Management and staff requirements for a 200 sea otter rehabilitation
facility may total over 200 persons  Davis et al. in press!. r or spills
involving fewer than 50 otters, the number of personnel can be reduced as
appropriate by assigning more than one job to each staff member.

After an oil spill, there is a large response by the volunteer commu-
nity to help with sea otter rescue and rehabilitation. The availability of
experienced veterinarians, animal health technicians, and animal hus-
bandry staff is often inadequate to care for the large number of otters that
may become oiled during a major spill. Volunteers can be a valuable
supplement to the professional staff if they are trained and supervised
 Davis et al. in press!. They can assist with sea otter husbandry, cage and
pool cleaning, food preparation, ground transportation, communications,
facility maintenance, and secretarial duties. During the Exxon Valdez oil
spill, approximately 200 volunteers were used in the rehabilitation centers.
With proper training and supervision, the animals will benefit and the
volunteers will find both their time and effort rewarded.

A training program for volunteers with a yearly refresher course
should be an integral part of the facility. This insures that a group of
knowledgeable and motivated volunteers are immediately available if an
emergency arises. Instruction should include animal care and occupational
safety. Personnel health and safety should be the first priority during the

Transporting sea otters over long distances is stressful, For otters
that have been exposed to oil, this stress can cause death or seriously
complicate medical conditions. Mobile triage units are beneficial in certain
cases because they allow staff to stabilize the animals medically before
they are flown long distances to thc regional rehabilitation center. Mortal-
ity can be reduced significantly if mobile units are employed when large
numbers of otters must be captured more than 500 miles from the regional
center  Davis and Davis in press!. These mobile units, by necessity, are
self contained and transportable by truck, ship, large helicopter, or fixed
wing aircraft. A mobile facility should consist of a trailer that is divided
into sections for triage, veterinary care, and food preparation.
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capture and rehabilitation of oiled sea otters. The capture, triage, and
rehabilitation program should comply with safety regulations established
by the Occupational Health and Safety Administration.

Release

Finally, a strategy for the release of rehabilitated otters must be in
place before an oil spill occurs  DeGange et al. in press!. This will insure
the most rapid return of these animals to the wild if that is deemed the
appropriate course of action by the USFWS. Because of the political
considerations involving release, especially in area» actively used by
commercial fisheries, appropriate release strategies must be planned in
advance. Release options include no release, release at capture site, release
in the general vicinity of capture, relocation to an area inhabited by other
sea otters, and relocation to an area not inhabited by other sea otters. The
release strategy selected following an oil spill will depend on the: �!
geographic location, �! severity of the spill, and �! overall risk to the
population. Populations of otters, such as those in Alaska and California,
should be kept distinct and not intermingled. Other considerations in
planning a release strategy include disease transmission from released sea
otters to the wild population, minimizing the time the animals are held in
captivity, the composition of the receiving population once release begins,
and monitoring released sea otters to look at their survivorship.

Conclusions

What lessons have we learned from the Valdez spill? First, and not
surprisingly, the best way to protect sea otters is through spill prevention.
Nevertheless, preventive efforts are never perfect, and we must face the
prospect that oil spills will continue to occur in the foreseeable future. The
key to saving the maximum number of oiled sea otter~ is through pre-
paredness and rapid response, We now know that the most critical time for
saving otters is during the first two weeks of the spill. This is true both for
the capture of unoiled otters and for the rehabilitation of otters that have
become oiled. If contingency plans are inadequate and the first few weeks
are spent assembling a response effort  as was the case in Valdez!, then the
number of otters saved will be greatly reduced. At this tiine, our under-
standing of how to rehabilitate oiled otters will not be the factor which
limits survivorship, The limiting factors will be the time involved to
mobilize the capture boats, build appropriate rehabilitation facilities, and
train rehabilitators. To be most effective, a rescue effort must be able to
respond within six hours. Thi» is only possible if the capture boats are pre-
identified and under contract, the rehabilitation facilities are already built,
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and the staff has been trained before the spill occurs. In Alaska, which
does not have state funding for sea otter oil spill preparedness, progress
has been slow. The State of Alaska and the oil companies have been
reluctant to invest the money needed to institute an appropriate sea otter
rehabilitation program. Ironically, investing in facilities and training
programs before a spill occurs will actually reduce the cost of caring for
oiled otters by 50% to 80%, especially when the facility costs are amor-
tized over the 30 year life of a regional rehabilitation facility, Given that
the public will demand a sincere and conscientious attempt to save oiled
sea otters, preparedness and a rapid response will not only save more
otters, it will save money too.
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Abstract

My review of the protective measures for cultural resources during the oil
spill cleanup identified four essential decisions that proved crucial to the ultiinate
success of the mitigative effort, These decisions established principles that now
need to be maintained and held in organizational readiness in the event that
another emergency response is required. Foremost among these is the need for
continued inventory of shoreline cultural resources and for inaintenance of
appropriate coordinaung organizations so that oversight and compliance are a
seamless process, in place, "in case of emergency."

Introduction

The Exxon Valdez oil spill led to an unprecedented Exxon/multi-
agency/landowner response to identify and protect cultural resources that
might be threatened by the oil spill and related cleanup activities. As
Exxon and public agencies organized the spill assessment and cleanup, a
number of important decisions were made that set the organizational
context for the subsequent shoreline assessment and protection, First was
the decision to coordinate federal, state, and private oversight of Exxon's
cultural resource program through a single committee, with commutuca-
tions channeled through the State Historic Preservation OAicer, using the
Alaska Heritage Resources Survey. Second was the decision to regard all
historic properties discovered in the oil spill area as "eligible for the
National Register of Historic Places," regardless of their actual research or
cultural significance, hence providing them with a full measure of protec-
tion without delay from further federal review and consultation. Third was
the decision to place an archaeologist on the Shoreline Cleanup Assess-
ment Team. Fourth was the decision to restrict spill cleanup personnel to
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the shoreline cleanup area and to keep them off the uplands. These
decisions provided an important framework for consultation and coopera-
tion as the spill cleanup progressed,

I have reviewed the measures of protection provided cultural
resources during the oil spill and related cleanup in two ways, First, I
directed the Exxon Vuldez Oil Spill Archaeological Damage Assessment
Project at Binghamton University, under contract to the U.S. Department
of Agriculture, Forest Service, This multiyear study consisted of field
investigations in August and September of 1991, testing 10 archaeological
sites, examining 26 historic properties, and resurveying 60 shoreline
seginents within the oil spill area. This was followed by analyses of
archaeological and soil samples by Monteverde Environmental Consult-
ants and geographic information systems studies and projective site
distribution models by Ebert and Associates. The results of these studies
were presented summarily at an oil spill symposium in Anchorage in
February of 1993  Dekin 1993! and more completely in the final report to
the Forest Service the following September  Dekin et al. 1993!.

Second, I have more recently reviewed extensive files, field notes,
maps, photographs, reports  Mobley et al, 1990, Haggarty ct al, 1991!, and
other records of Exxon's cultural resource program and of Chugach Alaska
Corporation's Oil Spill Response Team, as a consultant to Exxon Com-
pany, U.S.A.. In this paper, I will restrict my comments to matters of
public policy and preparedness as they are lessons from the Exxon Valde.
oil spill, as preparations for future oil spill management, whether in Alaska
or elsewhere.

Background

Prior to March 1989, responsibility for protecting cultural resources
within the spill area was divided among the landowners, which included
Native corporations, various agencies of the federal and state govern-
ments, and other private entities, These responsibilities were codified in
various ways, from Chugach Alaska Corporation's cultural resource
program focusing on oral tradition and historic land use to the more formal
site files of the Alaska Heritage Resources Survey  AHRS!, the latter
maintained by the Alaska Office of History and Archaeology, Division of
Parks and Outdoor Recreation, Department of Natural Resources, Federal
and state agencies used the AHRS as a central file to coordinate the
collection and dissemination of site location and content information

among professional archaeo'logists and cultural resource managers
working in the region. The daunting task of inventorying significant

cultural resources and evaluating their eligibility for the National Register
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Review and Implications

There are several important dimensions ta the protection of cultural
resources afforded by the coordinated effort among landowners and state
and federal oversight agencies and the work of Exxon's cultural resource
program,

Cultural Technical Advisory Group  CTAG!
This committee of representatives from the Coast Guard, Chugach

Alaska Corporation, the Alaska Office of History and Archaeology, and
the Forest Service, the Fish and Wildlife Service, the National Park
Service, and the Bureau of Indian Affairs proved to be the coordinating
workhorse to guide efforts to protect cultural resources during the cleanup.

of Historic Places was required for federal agencies by Executive Order
1 1593 in 1971 and reaffirmed by the survey planning requirement in-
cluded in the 1988 Amendments to the Archaeological Resource Protec-
tion Act. However, sufficient funds had not been made available to federal
cultural resource managers and most of their shoreline and upland
properties had not been systematically surveyed. Thus, knowledge of the
nature and distribution of cultural resources within what was ta be the oil
spill area was spotty, at best. Additionally, the tectonic subsidence associ-
ated with the 1964 earthquake had damaged shoreline archaeological sites
and subjected them to long-term erosion. In spite of the alarming evalua-
tive surveys conducted by Don Clark and Bill Workman  Clark 1965! that
clearly indicated the level of destruction that had begun, there did not
seem to be any widespread landowner response to mitigate the damage
from this "act of God," and archaeological resources continued to erode
into the sea.

Cooperation among archaeologists and agencies working in the area
had been quite good, with a number of significant studies contributing ta
our understanding of the prehistory of the Alaska Peninsula, the Kenai
Peninsula, and the Kodiak archipelago, and the first archaeological
excavations in Prince William Sound since Frederica de Laguna �956,
Yarborough and Yarborough 1991!.

In brief, at the time of the spill in 1989, there had been little system-
atic inventory mark done within the area of the spill, although some was
proceeding and the oral history studies were continuing in the Chugach
area. There were no procedures in place to support a coordinated response
to the spill and there was no mechanism to insure compliance by whom-
ever might be responsible for protecting cultural resources from oiling or
fram cleanup,
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Here strategies were discussed, technical solutions prescribed, and
concerns expressed. The group effectively allowed the common interests
of many landowners to be expressed to Exxon through coordinated
oversight and expedited compliance review by permitting organizations
and by the State Historic Preservation Officer  SHPO!. The creation of
CTAG in 1990  following the Interagency Shoreline Cleanup Committee
in 1989! allowed an agreed-upon process to govern recommendations,
review, and compliance procedures. They endorsed Exxon's "standardized
constraint system" which simplified and standardized archaeological
constraints on cleanup procedures and improved communications and
compliance of Exxon's cleanup supervisors.

Shoreline Cleanup Assessment Team  SCAT! Archaeologist
The inclusion of an archaeologist on the shoreline cleanup assess-

ment team meant that immediate consideration could be given to cultural
resource matters in the first level of assessment of what needed to be done

for cleaning and what protective measures needed to be required. This was
especially important where oiling extended along the shoreline where
archaeological deposits were eroding from the uplands or where relict
deposits occurred in the beach  as a result of subsidence from the 1964
earthquake!. These factors contributed to perception of a risk to archaeo-
logical deposits and to eroded artifacts that the SCAT archaeologist could
address. Their responsive recommendations included restricting cleanup
techniques and technicians, requiring archaeo!ogical monitors during
cleanup, requiring further study or secondary review, and restricting

National Register Eligible

Without this streamlining mechanism, there would have been
additional delay in determining resource protection protocols requiring
formal review procedures � the so-called Section 106 review, using
regulations in 36 CFR 800, based on the National Historic Preservation
Act of 1966, as amended. These would require extensive and lengthy
consultation, involving the landowner, the SHPO and the Advisory
Council on Historic Preservation. By treating every identified historic
property as if it were eligible for the National Register of Historic Places,
and by executing a programmatic Memorandum of Agreement, such
properties were protected and review was expedited. This practice resulted
in protection for some cultural resources that might not have been required
if more comprehensive and time-consuming site examinations and a full-
fledged determination of eligibility for the National Register had been
done. Thus, some properties that might not meet the significance criteria
for eligibility were protected.
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cleanup activities on the beach and adjacent areas, Without this first level
of response, it seems likely that incidents of threats to cultural resources
would have been far more frequent.

Restricting Workers to the Beach
Large construction projects, such as the Alyeska pipeline construc-

tion in 1975-1976, brought large numbers of workers into areas of public
and private land, some of whom traveled as widely as their means of
transportation allowed. Restricting cleanup personnel to the beach, though
an unusual restriction for laborers and perhaps especially supervisory
personnel, nonetheless limited access to cultural resources and the amount
of non-work time people could spend on or adjacent to archaeological
sites. The policy was unusual, given the traditional public access granted
in these areas. For some locations, this policy was an important means of
protecting archaeological resources.

Recommertdations

As a result of this review, I suggest we focus our policy attention on
three major areas.

Inventory

There is a compelling need to know the cultural resources that are
there, to know their locations and character, and to know that they are
vulnerable. A field-tested, baseline database is knowable and should be
shared and maintained in Geographic Information Systems  GIS! files and
hard copy, A regional focus is essential so that ownership differences do
not impair the ability to maintain the data effectively and to manipulate the
information in support of management needs for inventories, damage
assessments, etc. A geological component is essential to understand the
ongoing tectonic and erosional processes insofar as they affect the
integrity and exposure of shoreline deposits. The cooperative establish-
ment of such a baseline database, using the content of the AHRS and the
technical capabilities of federal and state agencies, should be an important,
ongoing historic preservation priority. This would require agreement on
field and recording protocols to insure coinpatible data and provide
information on where surveys found no sites, as well as the site-based
information itself. Perhaps the National Park Service's National Archeo-
logical Survey Initiative "to conduct systematic, scientific research to
locate, evaluate, and document archeolngical resources under NPS
stewardship"  Rogers 1992:i! can provide the leadership to coordinate
such an elfort for Alaska,
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Procedures

There is a compelling need ta have a mechanism already in place
wherein the varying interests of different public and private land managing
agencies can be represented in a task force by cultural resource profession-
als working together in common cause to approve mitigation plans,
expedite reviews of injury assessment, and prioritize treatment plans. The
fact that such a group has already functioned can provide contingency
planning and rapid response guidance to those responsible for cleanup ta
insure proper concern for identifying the nature of oil injuries and prevent-
ing further injury from oversight and cleanup activities. Such a group
could model itself on the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, as a
pohcy making reviewer of mitigation plans prepared by other, and
constituent, agencies. It is absolutely essential that such a group include
Alaska Native and local community representatives.

Compliance

Once mechanisms exist ta establish what needs to be done, translat-
ing these needs into actions requires cooperative oversight and effective
communications to insure compliance with required stipulations and
procedures. Clear lines of authority and responsibility are helpful in
constraining land operations where preventing injury is a major concern, It
would perhaps be best if the CTAG group where protocols were developed
and prescribed was kept separate and distinct from the compliance
oversight function. The difference between policy and procedure provides
a clear model so that the same entity is not trying simultaneously ta
develop and evaluate policy and then to carry it aut.

If we are to be prepared to respond effectively to another shoreline
oiling, we need to maintain these proven elements of the coordinated
response that contributed significantly to the effectiveness of measures to
protect cultural resources. I hope that those with responsibilities for
oversight will themselves be prepared to take these lessons and apply them
in the protection of Alaska's significant cultural heritage.
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